Coastal Electronic Technologies, Inc.
SYNC LOCKPICK AIR
Thank you for your purchase of the Coastal Electronic Technologies, Inc. SYNC LOCKPICK AIR. The SYNC
LOCKPICK AIR has many features and capabilities to unlock and allow full use of your Ford Sync radio PLUS an
enormous suite of multimedia functions including multi-camera input and built in WiFi capabilities for Connection
and Streaming from Android Smartphone and Tablets. Apple smartphones and tablets have restrictions for video
streaming and will mirror all screen views except video (unless it is camera video or non DRM protected).
This is only a partial list of included features:
• The ability to use your navigation system without restrictions including the ability to input addresses,
search points of interest, etc. while in motion.
• You can also enjoy full use and video viewing of your Sync radio DVD player while in motion if you desire.
• Automatically enables the camera function in your radio with connections for up to 5 cameras. (fully
compatible with vehicles already equipped with a factory rear camera)
• Automatic camera options for turn signal activation of side cameras, front camera while parking and rear
or 2nd rear camera while in reverse, plus manual activation of any camera at any time.
• Full function remote control for quick and easy operations
• Special cables and connectors for plug-in installations that are completely reversible
• WIFI connection for wireless Audio and Video Mirroring !!
• USB update ability built in to keep your Lockick current with changing software needs.

At this time, Coastal Electronic Technologies, Inc. would like to recommend that you have this installation
completed by a certified mechanic or someone familiar with automotive electronics. This installation, while not
time consuming, does require careful attention to detail and precise following of installation instructions.
Coastal Electronic Technologies, Inc. accepts no responsibility due to the improper installation or use of this
product. Installation and / or use of this product implies and signifies user acceptance of this term of use. Please
adhere to all driving laws in your state.

INSTALLATION
OVERVIEW
1. Remove radio trim panels to gain access to radio mounting screws.
2. Remove the radio partially to expose rear connectors.
3. Unplug factory connectors from radio and then plug them into Lockpick harness connectors.
4. Plug in Lockpick harness connectors to radio.
5. Connect camera connector if installing an aftermarket system.
6. Reassemble and enjoy.
This written guide will detail the connections for the Lockpick harness and provide reference for general
installation and operations. The SYNC AIR is universal for many different Ford/Lincoln/Mercury models and
individual dash disassembly is not addressed in this manual. Videos detailing complete installations in many
different vehicles are available on our website at www.coastaletech.com/synclockpick.htm

1. Begin by removing the Sync radio and viewing the rear connectors. This is where the Lockpick connectors
will plug into. Some Sync systems may incorporate a separate screen with the radio system mounted

directly below. For these 2-part systems, plug the large Lockpick connectors into the radio below the
screen and connect the separate 12 pin video connector (included), into the screen itself.
The Lockpick harness is simple to install and consists of matching male and female connectors which are
installed in line with the original factory connections. On the rear of the radio, unplug the factory
connectors and plug them into the matching female Lockpick connectors. Finish by plugging the male
Lockpick harness connectors back into the previous factory locations.
The standard Sync radio is used as an example below:
Note: When installing the Lockpick in a 2 piece Sync radio system,
with a separate screen above the radio, use the included 12 pin screen connector harness. (see next page).
For all other systems, use the included 10 pin Radio connector demonstrated below.

The Lockpick GPS
antenna connection is
optional. Most
installations do not
require GPS blocking
for navigation
override. The option is
however available and
already programmed
in your Lockpick.
Select YES for
navigation GPS
blocking during SETUP
to enable the antenna
switch.

Standard Lockpick
connections

Plug the included 10 pin Video
harness into the radio here, and
to the Lockpick harness as
shown in the installation
diagrams.

Optional GPS Connector

10 pin Video Connection

Connectors are unique in size and keyed so you cannot make an error in plugging them in.
If your Sync system consists of a screen mounted above the radio, use the included 12 Pin Video connector
instead of the 10 pin and plug it into the back of the screen – not the back of the radio.

Plug in 12 pin harness to rear of
screen as shown in the picture
for applications with separate
screen from radio

Rear of screen with 12 pin connector plugged in.
2. Route Lockpick harness so that wiring is not crimped or pinched under the radio.
3. The Sync Lockpick Air is a simple Plug-N-Play interface however additional wiring is labeled and available
on your Lockpick harness. These connections may be used for your aftermarket accessory and camera
power needs. Do not connect this wiring to the vehicle power or Lockpick damage can occur.
RED – 12V ACC power output (Limit 1 amp)
YELLOW – 12V constant power output
BLACK – Vehicle GROUND connection
ORANGE/BLACK STRIPE – 12V rear camera power output (use this power source for your aftermarket rear
view camera)
RED/BLACK STRIPE – 12V Additional camera(s) power output

4. Lockpick SETUP The Sync Lockpick Air can be configured to disable the ability to view DVD in motion by
placing OPTION DIP switch 5 to the DOWN (ON) position. All other functions are still operational with
Option switch 5 down.

PLACE SWITCH 5 DOWN TO
DISABLE THE DVD IN MOTION FUNCTION
“WITH 5 DOWN THE LOCKPICK WILL NOT UNLOCK DVD PLAY”

AFTER TURNING ON CAR FOR THE FIRST TIME, WAIT 1 MINUTE FOR THIS SCREEN VIEW

After 1 minute, the Lockpick Air interface will automatically detect and prepare the radio for video input. The radio
programming will look like the picture above for a few seconds and then the radio will turn itself off and then back
on. When the radio turns back on, it will be programmed to accept video input from the Lockpick interface and any
of the connected cameras or wireless input. The message, “ LOCKPICK SETUP COMPLETE” will display. Now your
interface is ready for action!

LOCKPICK MENU OPTIONS
The LOCKPICK AIR includes a set of comprehensive menus which are accessible in any radio mode and
activated by remote control (included). This on-screen menu allows fast and convenient control of Lockpick
functions and programming options. You can also access these menu options instantly by using the included
remote control and selecting the function desired.
Press the MENU button on your remote control.

The LOCKPICK AIR menu will open and display the current status of multiple options as well as allowing the
user to change each selection with the remote control. The menu will display with an asterisk next to each item
that is activated. NAV INPUT Override can be selected here for enabling navigation input while in motion or
multiple video and A/V inputs can be accessed.

Selecting “CAMERAS” will display a selection of all camera video inputs and allow the user to select which camera view they
would like to view immediately on the radio screen.

Selecting “HR OPTIONS” (headrest) will allow the user to determine which video and audio to send to an additional screen or
headrest multimedia system. The Lockpick Air is fully dual zone, so it can display the same source currently shown on the main
nd
screen by selecting “SCREEN”, or you can select any of the other video sources such Front, Rear, 2 Rear, Left or Right cameras
or the multimedia functions of Wireless Air or wired Aux A/V.

Scrolling further down the menu will reveal the “ADDITIONAL OPTIONS” selection as well as Language Options (English or
Spanish), and INFO for displaying current device software, hardware and serial number.

The “ADDITIONAL OPTIONS” selection allows the user to determine the desired operations of any connected camera as well
as numerous additional LOCKPICK features.

Shown above, the “ADDITIONAL OPTIONS” menu allows the user to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Select AUTO REAR CAMERA to display a rear camera automatically while the vehicle is in reverse (default ON). If you
do not have a rear camera and do not intend to add one, set this function to OFF.
Set a 2nd REAR CAMERA to be the one seen while the vehicle is reverse
Enable the FRONT CAMERA to activate a front camera automatically while the car is below 7 mph and turn off when
the vehicle accelerates past 7 mph
Enable AUTO TURN CAMERAS to activate side cameras automatically when the corresponding turn signal is used
Enable HEADREST AUTO CAMS to automatically send any camera video which is automatically activated, to a
separate screen or headrest display.
AUTO OVERRIDE will automatically enable the factory DVD player in your radio for full unrestricted use.
BLOCK GPS WHILE NAV INPUT is an advanced override which may be needed to input navigation address etc. for
some radio models. If the standard navigation override is not effective, enable the BLOCK GPS function built into the
Lockpick Air. The only difference to the user is that the radio may take a few seconds to relocate after you engage
the override for address input. The DVD override does not block GPS location even with the advanced NAV input
enabled.
ADD FACTORY DVD INPUT Enable this options if your vehicle does not have a Factory DVD Rear Seat Entertainment
system. If your vehicle already has a factory rear seat entertainment system, then do not enable this function or
communication interference will result. This multimedia Rear Seat DVD Entertainment Option is necessary for
Lockpick Air and AUX A/V operation so make sure you either enable it through the Lockpick menu above, or you
already have the factory system installed.
The REMOVE option allows the user to remove the Lockpick Air and restore the radio to its original state. If you wish
to use the Lockpick in a different vehicle, the REMOVE option must be performed first in the original vehicle. This is
because the Lockpick stores all of the radio and vehicle information during its installation and this must be
“REMOVEd” before it can work for another installation.

LOCKPICK AIR WIFI OPERATION
The LOCKPICK AIR includes WiFi capabilities which allow streaming wireless operations from smart phones, tablets
and more. The Lockpick supports multiple modes of streaming airplay and automatically detects the type of device and allows
it to mirror and send video and audio to the Lockpick . Begin by selecting the MEDIA button on your radio and then select the
REAR AUX function. If your vehicle does not have a Factory Rear Entertainment system, make sure the ADD FACTORY DVD
Lockpick option under the Lockpick ADDITIONAL OPTIONS menu, has been enabled. The Rear Aux radio mode may be new to
you if you do not have a rear entertainment system. The Lockpick enables this function to allow it to input Audio and Video
into your Sync radio. If you do not see this mode when selecting the MEDIA button, turn on the ADD FACTORY DVD option as
decribed on the previous page under Lockpick ADDITIONAL OPTIONS.

After you have placed the radio in the REAR AUX mode, press the AIR button on your remote control. When the
Lockpick Air mode is selected, the radio will display the Lockpick Air graphics and prepare to mirror your phone screen.
Included in your instructions are examples of how some popular phones connect to the Lockpick. Begin by turning on the WIFI
feature of your phone and if prompted, Select LOCKPICK AIR to connect.

Turn on the Mirror function on your device and full multimedia operation is transferred to the Lockpick for viewing
and listening. This can include music with associated album art, map, navigation, text messaging, pictures, internet, games,
YouTube, Netflix and more. Make sure that your phone/tablet device is running the latest software available from the
manufacturer as earlier versions may not support mirroring.

LOCKPICK AUX OPERATION
The LOCKPICK AIR also includes standard RCA connections to allow stereo audio and video input. The Lockpick AUX
function is similar to the Lockpick Air mode in that the radio should be placed in the (MEDIA) REAR AUX mode before enabling
the Lockpick AUX input. Connect your multi-media device to the Lockpick and press the AUX function on your remote control.
The video and stereo audio connected to the Lockpick module A/V inputs will be output to your radio and sound system. As
with any Lockpick function, press the OFF button on your remote control to turn off any active function.

LOCKPICK AIR REMOTE CONTROL OPERATIONS
Included in your Lockpick Kit is the handy Lockpick Air Remote Control. The remote control
allows quick access to the features of the Lockpick Air without navigating the menu structure. You
can simply push a button to view any camera or enable any Lockpick multimedia input! The
Remote control for the Lockpick Air is battery powered (provided) and communicates with infrared light to the included pickup sensor. The sensor plugs into the Lockpick module and should be
placed in the vehicle at a location easily targeted by the remote. The steering wheel functions can
be used along with the remote control functions at any time. Before using the remote for the first
time, be sure and pull the plastic tab from the battery compartment to engage battery
connections.

OFF turns off any camera, audio or
video function

Activate Lockpick Menus, Air WIFI
functions, or Aux A/V inputs.

Quickly view any camera connected
Select BACK to move to last selected
menu or EXIT to turn off Menu.

Activate DVD Override ON or OFF

Activate Nav Override ON or Off
Automatically times out after 60
seconds.
VID ON-OFF selects and displays
video only from AIR or AUX without
interrupting current radio sound.

Optional buttons

Controls all Lockpick menu scrolling
and selecting operations.
Sync Air has new WIFI hardware and
will automatically connect with
DLNA (Apple), Miracast (Android),
and WiDi, (Intel). No need to select
AIR MODE
Quickly select output to be viewed
and heard on external screens

Program any connected camera to
automatically turn on and off
according to gear, speed, or turn
signal activation.

SYNC LOCKPICK AIR USB UPDATES
The Sync Lockpick Air includes the ability to be updated via a USB connection to a laptop PC. If
directed to update by one of our technicians, consult our website at CoastalEtech.com/usbupdate.htm
for specific downloads and instructions for your Lockpick. It is not recommended to update the Lockpick
without first consulting a technician.

ENJOY YOUR LOCKPICK™ !!

Installation Q & A:
1.

I installed the Lockpick and now my radio does not turn on.
Check to make sure you have installed all radio connections. The Lockpick is plug and play so no wiring
should be connected to the vehicle or improper operation could occur.

2.

When I put the car in Reverse, the radio screen blanks out. I do not have a rear view camera.
The Lockpick automatically activates an automatic rear view camera input for your radio. If you do not
intend to install a rear view camera or do not want it activated automatically, refer to the ADDITIONAL
OPTIONS menu of your LOCKPICK to disable the AUTO REAR CAMERA function.

3.

I installed the Lockpick but when I press the MEDIA button on my radio, I do not see a REAR AUX mode.
The default setting for the Lockpick is ADD FACTORY DVD INPUT (OFF). If your vehicle does not have a
Factory Rear Entertainment DVD system then refer to the ADDITIONAL OPTIONS Lockpick menu and
turn on the ADD FACTORY DVD INPUT option. Then turn the car off and back on. The radio will now have
this mode activated by the Lockpick and available for use in the multimedia Lockpick AIR or Lockpick AUX
input modes.

4.

I installed the Lockpick and now my factory DVD rear entertainment is intermitting.
The Lockpick is able to create a DVD rear entertainment mode within your radio to allow multimedia audio
and video Lockpick AIR and AUX input. The default setting in ADDITIONAL OPTIONS options is ADD
FACTORY DVD INPUT (OFF). If you change the option and turn it ON when you already have a factory
DVD rear entertainment system, the communication will conflict. Set the option to OFF to restore factory rear
entertainment operation.

5.

I turned on one of the Camera or AUX input functions created by the Lockpick and all I see is a flashing picture
or blank screen when I try to look at the video.
This means you don’t have anything connected or, do not have the camera turned on to supply a video input.
The radio screen will be blank or flash when there is no video from your connected device. Common solutions
for camera pictures are normally resolved by rechecking the power connections and insuring that all cameras
are powered by the connections provided on the Lockpick harness. Also, check to make sure you have
installed either the 10 or 12 pin (depending on your radio type) Lockpick connector to your radio or separate
screen. Refer to the examples in the installation instructions for proper type connector and location.
Connectors not fully inserted may create intermitting operations.

6.

I turned on my car for the first time after installing the Lockpick and I do not have any of the Lockpick remote
menus as shown in the illustrations and I cannot see any video from my AIR, AUX or cameras.
The first time the Lockpick is powered on, it will wait 60 seconds before enabling the video functions. After
this initialization, the menus will be loaded and present when the radio is turned and the remote activated as
well as enabling all video functions. Wait until the Lockpick displays that the setup is complete before using
your Lockpick for the first time.

7.

I activate the Lockpick AIR or AUX function and I have video but I do not hear the audio.
Make sure the radio is in the REAR AUX input mode before activating the multimedia function of the
Lockpick. Press the MEDIA button on your radio and then select REAR AUX. The Lockpick will use this
radio mode to input multimedia video and audio from the WIFI AIR or Lockpick AUX functions.

